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A new upper bound for the cardinality of finite B2[2] sets is obtained, namely
F2(N, 2)<2.363584 - N for N sufficiently large. This improves on a recent result by
Cilleruelo.  2001 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
A Bh[ g] set A is a set of integers satisfying, for any integer n, the
inequality
|[(a1 , ..., ah) # Ah : a1+ } } } +ah=n, a1 } } } ah]|g.
We write Fh(N, g) for the maximum cardinality of such a set included in
[1, ..., N].
Sidon sets, or B2[1] sets, are the simplest non-trivial sets of this family.
They appeared naturally in the context of Sidon’s research in Fourier series
[9]. More precisely, Sidon raised the following question: How large can a
Sidon set in [1, ..., N] be? This is tantamount to asking for the size of
F2(N, 1). In this direction, it is known that
- N&O(N0.2675)F2(N, 1)- N+O(N14). (1)
The lower bound comes from Singer [10] and Bose and Chowla [2] (in
connection with the fact that the interval [x, x+x:], for x large enough,
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always contains a prime number when :=0.535 [1]). The upper bound is
due to Erdo s and Tura n [5]. In particular, F2(N, 1)t- N. For g>1, on
the contrary, no precise asymptotics is known, even in the simplest case of
F2(N, 2).
Kolountzakis [8] noticed that, taking a Sidon set B/[1, ..., [N2]&1],
the set 2B _ (2B+1) is a B2[2] set included in [1, ..., N] (here 2B=
[2b | b # B]). Taking |B|t- N2, we obtain the lower bound
F2(N, 2)-- 2N.
Recall that [x], [x], and &x& respectively mean the integral part, the
fractional part, and the distance from the nearest integer of the real x and
that for two sequences (un) and (vn), vn -un means vn un1+o(1).
Recently, a better result [4] has been proved:
F2(N, 2)- 32 - N.
For the moment, it is the best known lower bound.
Concerning upper bounds, the general upper bound for Bh[ g] sets yields
F2(N, 2)2 - 2 - N<2.8285 - N.
The first improvement has been obtained in [4], namely
F2(N, 2)1.864 - 2 - N<2.6361 - N.
The best known upper bound is to be credited to Cilleruelo [3] and
independently to Helm [7], who have proved
F2(N, 2)- 6N+1<2.4495 - N+1. (2)
In this note, we obtain the following improvement on this result.
Theorem 1. There exists an integer N0 such that if NN0 , then
F2(N, 2)<2.363584 - N.
The function d(n) defined by
d(n)=|[(a, b) # A2 : n=b&a]|
plays a central ro^le in the proof. The right-hand side of (1) is a consequence
of d(n)1 for any n1 in the case of Sidon sets. Since d is a priori
unbounded for B2[2] sets, the Erdo sTura n technique cannot be applied
in this case, generally speaking. Cilleruelo [3] passed round this difficulty
by considering the average behaviour of d.
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Our argument here is the following: either an Erdo sTura n-like argu-
ment is available or Cilleruelo’s technique can be improved. Roughly
speaking, this improvement is obtained by writing, instead of just Cauchy
inequality, a complete Cauchy identity
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and by using the additional hypothesis (that is, Erdo sTura n-like argu-
ment is not available) to carefully treat the additional term introduced in
such a way. Also, the property d(n) # N is crucially used in the proof.
2. THE PROOF
Let A be a B2[2] set, A/[1, ..., N]. We write r=|A| and y=( r2)N.
We define
:0=0.235265
and
;0=2.261266.
These constants have been determinedusing a formal calculatorto
optimize the method (no gain larger by more than 10&6 in the constant of
the Theorem can be expected by our method). Finally let us put u=[:0 N]
and
;=
un=1 d(n)(u&n)
u2
.
We can freely assume r2.3 - N. Since r- 6N+1 by (1.2), one has
r  - N and 2.645y3. Also u  N.
We now consider two cases depending on the position of ; with respect
to ;0 .
2.1. Case ;;0 : An Erdo sTura n-Like Argument
We refer to the presentation of the Erdo sTura n argument [6] that we
resketch here.
For any integer 1mN+u, let us write Am for the cardinality of the
set Am=A & [m&u, ..., m&1]. We count in two ways the total number T
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of pairs (a, a$) # A, with a<a$, lying in the same Am (1mN+u). This
is clearly
T= :
N+u
m=1
1
2 Am(Am&1).
Using
:
N+u
m=1
Am=ru
and Cauchy inequality, we get
T
ru
2 \
ru
N+u
&1+ . (3)
On the other hand, any pair (a, a$) # A with the desired property
corresponds to a unique n=a$&a with 1nu&1. By definition, there
are d(n) such pairs and for each such given pair, there are (u&n) values
of m for which the property holds. Thus
T= :
u&1
n=1
d(n)(u&n). (4)
Comparing Eqs. (3) and (4), we obtain
ru
2 \
ru
N+u
&1+ :
u
n=1
d(n)(u&n)=;u2.
Since r  - N and u  N, we get
\r2+;(N+u).
Using the hypothesis on ;, we obtain
y(1+:0) ;0<2.7932633,
for N sufficiently large. This proves the validity of Theorem 1 in this case.
2.2. Case ;>;0 : An Improved Cilleruelo-Like Argument
By Cilleruelo’s Lemmas 1(ii) and 3 in [3], we have
\r2+= :
N
n=1
d(n)
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and
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Now,
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by using Cauchy identity for a second time. Here, it should be noted that
if we had applied Cauchy inequality instead of Cauchy identity, we would
already have obtained a good improvement on Cilleruelo’s result and the
following computation would have been easier. However, we think that it
is worth pushing the method as far as it can go. The second term on the
right-hand side of (6) is
(un=1 (d(n)& y)(u&n))
2
un=1 (u&n)
2 t3 \;&y2+
2
:0N
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and the third one is
:
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in view of the periodicity of & }&. Consequently, from (5), we deduce
y23y&(1&:0) &y&2
&\3 \;&y2+
2
+
1
3(;& y2)
_\[3(;& y2)]12 +|
y&3+[3(;& y2)]
y&3
&t&2 dt++ :0 .
The last term (in the big parentheses) on the right-hand side of this
inequality is minimal when ;=;0 because it is an increasing function of ;
on the range concerned (remember that ;>;0 and y3). Thus
y23y&(1&:0) &y&2&\3 \;0&y2+
2
+
1
3(;0& y2)
_\[3(;0& y2)]12 +|
y&3+[3(;0& y2)]
y&3
&t&2 dt++ :0
=3y&(1&:0)( y&3)2
&\3 \;0&y2+
2
+
1+2((3;0& y2&5)3&( y&3)3)
18(;0& y2) + :0 ,
in view of the possible range for y and the values of :0 and ;0 . Replacing
:0 and ;0 with their numerical values in (7), we obtain a third degree
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inequality in y that leads to ( y92a rough approximation of the larger
rootis not possible)
y<2.7932633,
when N is sufficiently large. Hence the Theorem.
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